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Abstract. Web design is an inherently error-prone process. To help with the detection of errors in the structure and connectivity of Web pages, we propose to
apply model-checking techniques to the analysis of the World Wide Web. Model
checking the Web is different in many respects from ordinary model checking of
system models, since the Kripke structure of the Web is not known in advance, but
can only be explored in a gradual fashion. In particular, the model-checking algorithms cannot be phrased in ordinary  -calculus, since some operations, such as
the computation of sets of predecessor Web pages and the computations of greatest fixpoints, are not possible on the Web. We introduce constructive  -calculus,
a fixpoint calculus similar to  -calculus, but whose formulas can be effectively
evaluated over the Web; and we show that its expressive power is very close
to that of ordinary  -calculus. Constructive  -calculus can be used not only for
phrasing Web model-checking algorithms, but also for the analysis of systems
having a large, irregular state space that can be only gradually explored, such
as software systems. On the basis of these ideas, we have implemented the Web
model checker MCWEB, and we describe some of the issues that arose in its implementation, as well as the type of errors that it was able to find.

1 Introduction
The design of a Web site is an inherently error-prone process. A Web site must be
correctly designed both at a local and at a global level. Good design at the local level
implies that the pages contain well-formed HTML code, have the intended visual appearance, and have no broken links. Several tools are available for checking such local
properties, either on single pages, or more commonly by crawling over an entire Web
site: see for example [7, 20, 12, 13, 9, 14, 6, 11, 5, 19, 21, 8]. Good design at the global
level requires that the Web site satisfies properties concerning its connectivity and cost
of traversal, as well as properties that depend on the path followed to reach the pages,
rather than on the pages only. Examples of such global properties are that every page
of a Web site is reachable from all other pages, and that all paths from the main page
to pages with confidential information must go through an access control page. Current
Web verification tools focus essentially on local properties. On the other hand, model
checking has proved to be an effective technique for the specification and verification
of global properties of the large graphs that correspond to the state-space and transition
relation of systems [4, 17]. Hence, it is natural to ask whether model checking can be
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applied to the analysis of global properties of Web sites. This paper answers this question affirmatively, by showing how model-checking techniques can be adapted to the
analysis of the Web, and by illustrating which types of errors are amenable to discovery
with such techniques. In particular, we show that model-checking techniques can be
used for the analysis of the following three classes of properties:
– Connectivity properties. Connectivity properties refer to the graph structure of a
Web site.
– Frame properties. Since each link loads only a portion of a frame-based page, the
content of a frame-based page depends on the path followed by the browser in a
site: hence, frame properties are essentially path properties.
– Cost properties. Cost properties refer to the number of links or bytes, that must be
followed or downloaded while browsing a Web site. An example consists in the
computation of the all-pair longest path in a Web site.
Model-checking methods can be broadly classified in enumerative methods and
symbolic methods. Enumerative methods operate on states as the basic entities [4, 17],
and represent sets of states and transition relations in terms of the individual states.
Symbolic methods operate directly on symbolic representations of sets of states [3, 2].
Our approach to the model checking of the Web is enumerative, in that we represent
sets of Web pages as collections of single pages. However, we argue that it is convenient to phrase our model-checking algorithms as symbolic algorithms, based on the
manipulation of sets of Web pages. In fact, a set-based approach lends itself better to
parallelization: given a set  of Web pages, the computation of the set Post  of Web
pages that can be reached from  by following one link can proceed largely in parallel,
by following simultaneously all links originating from pages in  . Since the page fetch
time on the Web is typically dominated by response time, rather than transfer time, such
a parallel approach is significantly more efficient than a sequential one. Nevertheless,
the model checking of the Web differs in several respects from usual symbolic model
checking. In particular, some of the basic operations performed by standard modelchecking methods cannot be performed on the Web:
1. Given a predicate  defining a property of Web pages, we cannot construct the set

consisting of all the Web pages that satisfy  .
2. Given a set  of Web pages, we cannot construct the set Pre   of pages that can
reach some page of  by following one link.1
3. The set of all Web pages is not known in advance. Likewise, given a set 
of Web pages, we cannot construct its complement  .
These limitations imply in particular that we cannot phrase our model-checking algorithms in standard  -calculus [15, 10]. In fact, limitation 3 implies that we cannot
evaluate expressions that involve the greatest fixpoint operator  : in  , we cannot set !" in order to compute the limit #%$'&)(+*-,.( of (0/21345(6 , for 798: .
Limitation 1 implies that we must introduce restrictions in the use of predicates, and
Limitation 2 prevents us from using the standard predecessor operator Pre.
1

Search engines such as Google do in fact provide such a service, but the answer they provide
is only approximate.
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We introduce constructive  -calculus, a fixpoint calculus similar to equational  calculus [1], but containing only expressions and constructs that can be effectively
evaluated within the above limitations. Constructive  -calculus differs from standard
equational  -calculus in the following respects:
– The greatest fixpoint operator  is replaced by the operator <; , where  is a set of
states that must be already known, and that acts as the “universe set” in which the
largest fixpoint is computed.
– The predecessor operator Pre is replaced by its guarded version GPre =?>A@B , defined by GPre ?>C@BDE4F Pre  @B . Since the pages in are already known
when GPre ?>C@B is evaluated, all links from to @ are also known, ensuring
that GPre =?>A@B can be computed.
– Predicates cannot be used to generate sets of states, but only to select from existing
sets the states that satisfy given propositional formulas.
We show that these restrictions are enough to ensure that the expressions of constructive
 -calculus are effectively computable, and we provide a precise characterization of the
expressive power of constructive  -calculus. In particular, we show that in spite of the
above differences, the expressive power of constructive  -calculus is essentially the
same as the one of ordinary  -calculus. We phrase our Web model-checking algorithms
in constructive  -calculus.
We argue that the limitations 1–3 are not peculiar to the Web, but are shared by a
large class of systems that have a large or infinite state space without regular structure,
among which software programs. In the analysis of complex programs, we often have
no way of constructing in advance the set of all states, and we may not know what
are the predecessors of a given set of states unless we have already encountered those
states in the course of the model checking. Constructive  -calculus is well-suited for
phrasing model-checking algorithms that operate on-the-fly over irregular graphs that
can be explored only gradually.
In order to experiment with Web model checking, we have implemented the model
checker MCWEB, which enables the analysis of connectivity, frame, and cost properties
of Web sites. We report our experience in using MCWEB, and we summarize the most
common classes of errors that we were able to find using it.

2 The Graph Structure of the Web
As a first step in the application of model-checking techniques to the Web consists
in fixing a graph structure of the Web. The simplest choice consists in disregarding the
frame structure of the Web, and in modeling the Web as a graph of pages, with links due
to both a (anchor) and frame (sub-frame) tags as edges. We call this the flat model of
the Web. The flat model suffices for many purposes, among which broken link detection
and HTML consistency analysis, and indeed many current tools for Web analysis rely
on the flat model. Nevertheless, some reachability properties cannot easily be checked
on the flat model. For example, the property that the home page of a site is reachable
from all pages of the site is often not true in the flat model of a frame-based site, since
the link to the home page may be in a separate frame (and thus, a separate graph node)
3

than the main content of the page. For this reason, our graph model of the Web takes
into account the frame structure of the pages, unlike the flat model.
2.1

URLpages and webnodes

An URL G is a string that uniquely specifies a document on the Web; it is composed
of a protocol field (such as HTTP), a domain name, and a document locator on the
domain. In this paper, we restrict our attention to URLs that refer to the HTTP protocol.
Given an URL G , we can fetch the corresponding document HI GetUrl  GJ ; we call H
the URLpage corresponding to the URL G . The URLpage H3LKMONP>AQNR>TSUNP>TV3N+W consists
in the URL MON from which the document is retrieved, the textual content QN , a set of
frame tags SN , and a set of anchor tags VXN . The URL MON may be different from H due
to automatic redirection, as effected by the HTTP protocol. Since images are loaded
automatically by most current browsers, we consider them to be an integral part of QN ,
even though they are specified by separate anchors. A frame tag KYR>[Z\W consists of the
URL Y to be loaded into the subframe, and of a name Z used to label the subframe.
An anchor tag K Y<>[Z\W consists of the URL Y specifying the link destination, and of a
target name Z , which specifies in which subframe the new URL should be loaded [16,
18] (if no target is specified, we take Z to be the empty string ] ). While this is only a
partial subset of the tags and attributes that occur in HTML documents, it will suffice
for our purpose of defining the graph structure of the Web.
The nodes of our graph model of the Web, called the webgraph, consist in webnodes.
A webnode ^ is a tree with URLpages as nodes; the edges of the tree are labeled
by frame names. We write H`_^ to denote that an URLpage H is a node in the tree
^ . If Ha_b^
and S N dcKeG 1 >fZ 1 W+>gg\g>PKeGh5>[ZghiW0j , then the URLpage H has k URLpages lT1R>g\g\>fl h as children in ^ ; for m.npoqnpk , the edge from H to l[r is labeled
with Zgr . Given an URLpage l , the webnode ^s WebNode elf is obtained by “loading” recursively all the subframes of l . Precisely, ^ consists in a tree with root l ,
where each URLpage Ht_u^ has as descendants the set c GetUrl eGJwviKeG>[Z\Wx_ySzCj of
URLpages corresponding to subframes of l . For brevity, given an URL G we define
GetWeb eGJ WebNode  GetUrl eGJT .
The edges of the webgraph correspond to page links; the precise definition takes
into account the way in which pages are loaded into subframes. Given a webnode
with root
^ , and an URLpage H._{^ , we denote by subtree ^|>CHP the subtree of ^
in H . Given a webnode ^ , an URLpage H}_^ , and a link K G>[Z\W~_V3N , we denote
by target e^|>AHO>fZ\ the subtree of ^ that will be replaced by the webnode GetWeb  G
when the link K G>[Z\W is followed, defined according to the HTML standard [16, 18]. Precisely, if Z9
blank or Z9
top, we have target ^->AHO>[Z\^ ; if Z9
self or
Zq] then target e^|>AHO>[Z\
subtree ^|>CHP , if Zt
parent then target ^|>CH6>fZ\)
subtree ^|>Tlf , where l is the parent of H in the tree ^ . Finally, if Z is any other string,
then target ^->AHO>[Z\ subtree ^|>Tlf , where l is the unique URLpage such that the link
in ^ from the parent of l to l is labeled Z ; if there is no such link, or if the link is not
unique, then we treat the link as a “broken link”, and we take as its destination a special error webnode. Given a webnode ^ , a subtree  of ^ , and another webnode  , we
denote by ^- iR the result of replacing  by  in ^ . Given a webnode ^ and an URL4
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WebNode e00 , and two secondary webnodes ¡ , ¢ .

page HD_£^ , the destination of a non-broken link KeG>[Z\W!_¤VXN consists in the webnode
dest ^|>CH6>PKeG>[Z\WT¥^- GetWeb  GJT target ^|>CH6>fZ\= .
Example 1 In Figure 1, we depict a webnode ^a WebNode  H\< , and two webnodes
 ,  reachable from ^ by following links. We have SUN  Bc¦K GJ1<>[ZP1gW0>\K G§¨>[Zg§PWCj ; the children of H\ in ^ are HR1<>AHP§ : by convention, we denote GetUrl eGr=©ªHPr for all o8b: .
Only some of the edge labels and URLpages are indicated, to avoid clutter. URLpage
H 1 contains the anchor tag K G¦«O>[Z § W ; taking this link leads to webnode  . URLpage H §
contains the anchor tag K G¦¬O>fZ 1 W ; taking this link leads to webnode  . URLpage HP contains the anchor tag KeG®O>[Zg¯gW . Note that the link corresponding to the anchor tag KeG®O>[Zg¯PW
is broken in  , since there is no label Zg¯ in  ; the link is not broken in ^ , and it is not
present in  . This illustrates how links can become broken in secondary pages.
2.2

The webgraph

In order to fix the structure of the webgraph, we need to establish a criterion for webnode equality. Two webnodes ^ and  are equal, written ^±°  , if their trees of URLpages are equal: hence, webnode equality is defined in terms of URLpage equality.
There are several possible definitions for URLpage equality; to understand the issue,
we need to explain in more detail how URLpages are fetched from the Web. Given an
URL G¦ , we can issue an HTTP request for G¦ . The result can either be the URLpage
GetUrl eG¦R , or a redirection URL Gi1 . In the latter case, we can issue a page request for
GJ1 , obtaining either GetUrl  GJ1\ , or a redirection URL G§ . The process continues until
either an error occurs, or until we reach a 78L: such that a request for GJ( returns an
URLpage H ; we set then GetUrl eG¦<B²\²g²¦ GetUrl eGJ(¨aH . Consider two sequences
GOO>g\gg>AGJ( , GetUrl  GO< and YCO>g\g+>CY h , GetUrl YCP of redirections and final pages, and
let H© GetUrl eG¦R and l GetUrl YCP ; note that we have MON³BGJ( , and M¨zxLY h . We
can define whether H is equal to l , written H ° l , in several ways.
– Textual comparison. We can define H£° l when Q N ´Q z , i.e., when the texts
of the two URLpages H and l are identical. According to this definition, however,
different domains containing two textually identical pages (for instance, two empty
pages) would share a webnode in the webgraph, leading to unexpected results when
reachability analysis is performed. In addition, textual comparison is sensitive to
minor differences in the pages retrieved, such as visitation counter updates.
5

– Final URL comparison. Another possibility consists in defining H ° l when G(³
Y h , or equivalently when MON~EM¨z . Occasionally, however, a request to an URL
G is redirected to any of a large number of URLs µ\1¨>g\g+>Aµ+¶ , in order either to
distribute the load between machines, or to provide slightly different content in
·
g²g²¹·
terms of advertising. Final URL comparison would consider GetUrl  µ 1 D¸²
GetUrl eµ ¶  , in spite of the fact that those pages are essentially the same page.
– Redirection sequence comparison. Finally, we can define H °
l when
cPG  >\g\+>TG ( j-FcRY  >\g\g>AY+hj{»º
·
; this criterion is more robust than final URL
comparison with respect to load-balancing and page-customization techniques.
The Web checker MCWEB adopts redirection sequence comparison as the URLpage
equality criterion, with additional heuristics used to cope with features such as automatic index.html extensions.
Once a notion ° of webnode equality has been fixed, we can define prebe the set of all webnodes, and let ¼
cisely the webgraph. Let
c¦^->f vR^B_q}½9¾H!_9^| ¾¿KeG>[Z\W?_yVXN< 9 dest ^->AHO>\K G>fZ\Wf0j be the set of all edges
between webnodes. The webgraph  ¹!° >A¼©³°  is the quotient of  ¥>T¼- with respect
to the equality notion ° . We note that this definition is not completely precise, as it depends on the function GetUrl, that given an URL returns the corresponding URL. This
definition also does not capture the fact that the true connectivity Web is time-varying.
Nevertheless, this definition formalizes the structure of the Web to a sufficient degree
for the development of our model-checking algorithms.
We say that a webnode ^À_± is primary if there is an URL G such that ^´
GetWeb eGJ , and that ^ is secondary otherwise. Primary webnodes correspond to Web
pages that can be obtained by loading an URL with a browser. Secondary webnodes
cannot be loaded directly; they are reached by traversing links and updating the frame
structure starting from primary webnodes. Most current tools for Web analysis only
consider primary webnodes. Yet, many errors arise only in secondary webnodes, as
illustrated by Example 1. Our experience with MCWEB indicates that the difficulty of
examining all secondary webnodes is a common cause of errors on the Web.

3 Model Checking the Web
As remarked in the introduction, the ordinary  -calculus is not suited for the model
checking of the Web, since it includes several operations that are not effectively computable on the Web. We introduce constructive  -calculus, a fixpoint calculus similar to
 -calculus, but containing only expressions that can be effectively computed.
3.1

Constructive Á -calculus

Syntax. Constructive  -calculus ( Â3Â ) is derived from the equational  -calculus of
[1]. A Â3Â formula KTKeÃ!1<>\gg\>TÃ h W0>T¶³W consists of kÄ: blocks Ã³1<>g\g+>AÃ h , and of
an output variable ¶ , with ÅÆ_c¦m6>\ggg>fkUj . Each block ÃXr , for m9nLo!nLk , has the
form Çrf rÈÊÉRr , where r is a variable, ÉRr a set expression, and Çr is a quantifier tag
equal to either  r , or to r©ËiÌ for some ÍÎÄËo . Hence, the quantifier tag of the
6

outermost block Ã h must be
following grammar:
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where G is a constant,  is one of  1 >g\g\>fh , and Ô is a predicate expression. Predicate
expressions are defined by the grammar
Ô

Ð%Ð

uÔ}ÖÔÊv¨×ØÔÊv<?>

where  is a predicate belonging to some basic set of predicates Ù . The use of the
set difference operator in set expressions is subject to the following restriction. For
oA>=Í_ÚcOmO>gg\+>fkUj , we say that the block Ã r depends directly on block Ã Ì , written
appears in É r , and we let Û Ü be the reflexive transitive closure of Û . For
, we say that that the variable iÌ occurs with negative polarity in ÉRr
if it occurs within an odd number of right-hand sides of the set-difference operator  .
Then, we require that for all oC>Í_{c¦m6>g\g+>TkUj , the variable JÌ occurs with negative
Ã

r¹Û

Ã

Ì

, if 

Ì

oA>=Í_acOmO>gg\+>fkUj

polarity in ÉRr only when Ã3rÝÛ · Ü ÃÌ . We say that a Â3Â formula is negation-free if it
does not contain occurrences of the set difference operator  . We denote by Â3Â / the
negation-free fragment of Â3Â .
Syntax of ordinary equational  -calculus. In order to compare the expressive power
of constructive and ordinary  -calculus, we define also the semantics of the equational
 -calculus of [1], denoted by Â . The formulas of Â have the same structure of those
of Â3Â , except that the quantifier tag Ç r can be equal to either   r , or to  r . The
syntax of set expressions is given by the grammar
ÏÞÐ'Ð

tv

ÏÓÒÏ
v

Ï
F

Ï

vOÔv6×ØÔ±v6Gv

Post 

Ï

wv Post

Õ

Ï

wv

Pre 

Ï

wvØPre
ß


Ï


Semantics. For conciseness, we define the semantics of a calculus that is a superset
of both Â3Â and Â ; the semantics of Â3Â and Â are obtained by considering
the appropriate fragments of this calculus. The semantics is defined with respect to
àáâ ¥>T¼Ý>fãØ>Aä åg>[ÙD>Aäæ¨ , where  ¥>T¼- is a graph, ã is a set of
a Kripke structure
Ð
constants, ä å ã}çèé is the interpretation of the constants, Ù is a set of predicates,
Ð
and äæ
ÙÆçèëêOì is the interpretation of the predicates. In the model checking of
the Web, we take ¥>T¼ as in the webgraph, ã to be the set of valid URLs, ä å to be
GetWeb, Ù to be a set of effectively checkable predicates defined on webnodes, and
äæJ |)íc\^4_y@îv<^Lv uIj for all ï_"Ù . Given such a Kripke structure, all the
operators in set and predicate expressions have their standard meanings, except for the
predecessor and successor operators. The semantics of the predecessor and successor
operators is defined, for all >A@ð. , by
Pre @B¥Bc\Ó_ÓËv¨¾D_q@£>fJx_Ó¼j

GPre >A@BaÞF Pre 

@B

Pre
ß
@B¥Bc\Ó_ÓËv\ñ%T>fJx_9¼{è´D_y@B0j

GPre
Õ
>A@BaÞF"Pre
ß


@B
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Post @B¥Bc\Ó_ÓËv¨¾D_q@£>f
Post
@B¥Bc\Ó_ÓËv\ñ%T>f
Õ

x_Ó¼j

GPost
Õ
>A@BaÞF Post

Õ

x_9¼{è´D_y@B0j

@B

The intuition is that in Â3Â we can compute the set of predecessors of a given set
of webnodes only relative to another set
of webnodes; similarly for the other
@
constructive operators. The operational semantics of constructive  -calculus, given by
Algorithm 1 below, will ensure that all the webnodes in have already been explored
Õ
?>C@B , GPost
Õ
?>C@B ), thus ensuring that
when GPre ?>C@B is computed (resp. GPre
all the links from to @ are known.
The definition of semantics follows the lines of [1]. Consider a Kripke structure à
and a formula KTKeÃ!1<>\g\g>TÃ h W0>T¶!W of Â3Â , where each block Ã3r , mnuoÈnak , has the
form ÇrT r2ÉRr , for Çr equal to either  r or r¥ÎJÌ . Let òaB[c\ 1<>\ggg>f h jÈçèíêOì¹
be the set of valuations of the variables in the formula. Given óq_Óò and m!n.on.k , we
indicate with óô3er2"! the valuation that coincides with ó , except that it associates
value EË to r . Given a valuation ó and a set expression ÉRr , for mqn±o-nÊk , we
denote by ÉRrxvOà>[ó Uu the value of ÉRr in the Kripke structure à under valuation ó .
rõ
Given ó~_qò we define recursively, for oa: to k , the valuation Eval fK Ã 1 >g\g\>TÃ r WÈv
Ð
õ
rõ  ö
r ö
ó ³_£ò . The definition relies on two auxiliary functions ä
>fM
òè»
ç
ò , defined
as follows:
õr  ö
 ÷¨¥
M

Eval

õrø¿1

TKeÃ!1<>\gg\>TÃ3rø¿1+Wwv¨÷¨¿ô3r%/21XùóØr'/21\f2ôX²g²g²Rô3 h

õr  ö
õr  ö
rõ  ö
 ÷¨¥.M
e÷¨ô3erUB ÉRr¥v<àI>fM
 ÷¨= 
ä
ä

if Çr is 

õr  ö
õr  ö
rõ  ö
 ÷¨¥.M
e÷¨ô3e r .óØ Ì F~ É r vRà>[M
e÷¨ 
rõ

if Ç
r

r

is 

ùóUe h T

or Jr
r Þ Ì

rõ

We then define Eval fK Ã³1<>gg\g>AÃXr=WvPó¿uÇ÷<e÷!uä  ö e÷¨T , where Ç9} if Çr is  r ,
and ÇqB if Çr is r¹uJÌ . The restrictions on the use of negation, together with the
Tarski-Knaster theorem [22], ensure that the fixpoints exist. It can be readily verified
hõ
that Eval fK Ã³1¨>g\g\>TÃ h W~v¥ó¿ does not depend on ó . The meaning of the complete
õ
formula is the valuation of the output variable: we define %KfK Ã³1¨>g\g+>AÃ h W+>f¶³W 
hõ
Eval fK Ã³1¨>g\g\>TÃ h WvPó g¶³ , for an arbitrary ót_yò .
3.2

Expressivity

In order to study the relationship between the expressive power of Â3Â and Â ,
we consider fixed infinite and countable sets Ù and ã of predicates and constants,
so
that the syntax of the formulas is fixed. Given a class ú of Kripke structures, let
û
{ü}cRËvJ>A¼Ý>[ãØ>Cä å+>fÙD>Aäæ<_ú©j be the set of all states. A formula  of fixpoint
Ð
õ
calculus defines a function   ú"çèÑê6ý by  à|¹{   . Given ú and two fixpoint
calculi Â and Â³þ , we say that Â is as expressive as Â³þ over ú , written ÂLÿ£Â³þ , if for
every formula  þ of Â þ there is a formula  of Â such that   and  þ   are the same
function. We say that Â and Â þ are equally expressive over ú , written Â`Â þ , if both
 Â þ hold, and we say that Â is strictly more expressive than Â þ
Âpÿ
Â þ and Â
 Â þ does not. Let à and à be
over ú , written ÂaÂ þ , if ÂBÿ
Â þ holds but Â
fin
cnt
the classes of Kripke structures with finite and countable state space, respectively. The
following theorem relates the expressive power of Â and Â3Â / .
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Theorem 1

Â

õ
fin

Â3Â

/

, and Â
õ

cnt

Â3Â

/

.

The difference in expressive power is essentially due to the inability of Â3Â of considering portions of the Kripke structure that are unreachable from named constants.
This is confirmed by the following result. We say that a class ú of Kripke structures is finitely rooted if there is a finite set of constants cPG 1 >\g\+>TGhj such that for
>fãØ>Aä åg>[ÙD>Aäæ¨X_ú , we have that every state of
all  ¥>T¼Ý
is reachable in  ¥>T¼© from
Ò
Ò
ä åg GJ1\
²g²\²
ä å\ G h  in a finite number of steps.
Theorem 2



Â

/

Â3Â

For all classes
.

of finitely-rooted Kripke structures, we have
ú

Proof. There is a straightforward translation of Â3Â / into Â . The translation from
to Â3Â / is as follows. Consider a Â expression K Ã³1<>g\gg>AÃ h >T¶³W , where for
Â
m|nÞoxnùk the block Ã r has the form Çi r   r uÉ r , for Çq_`c\Ø>Cj . An equivalent Â3Â
Ò
expression is KeÃ 1þ >g\g\>TÃ h þ >TÃ h þ /21 >T ¶ W , where the block Ã h þ /21 is 5 I GetWeb  G 1 
Ò
Ò
²g²g²
GetWeb  G¦hi
Post  i , and for mnaown"k , the block Ã©r þ is obtained from Ã r by
Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï
ß
replacing Jr with JrØ  and Pre   with GPre  5>  , Pre
  with GPre
Õ
 5>
 , and
Ï
Ï
Post
  with GPost
Õ
 5>
 .
Õ
The converse is also true, under some general conditions. We say that a Kripke structure
is non-trivial if it contains at least one predicate symbol.
Theorem 3 Consider a class ú of non-trivial Kripke structures. If
then all the structures in ú are finitely rooted.

Â



Â3Â

The following result follows from the presence of the set-difference operator
definition of Â3Â , and can be proved similarly to Theorem 2.
Theorem 4 On finitely-rooted Kripke structures, the fixpoint calculus Â3Â
under complementation.



/

,

in the

is closed

The difference in expressive power between Â3Â and Â on finitely-rooted structures
is due to the fact that Â is not closed under complementation. Let Â be the calculus
obtaining by adding to Â the operator DGetWeb, applicable only to constants, with
semantics defined by DGetWeb  GJ¥"cP^B_yËvR^Êaä
·
å\eGJCj . The calculus Â is then
closed under complementation, leading to the following theorem.
Theorem 5

The following assertions hold.

1. Â fin Â3Â , and Â cnt Â3Â .
2. For all classes ú of finitely-rooted Kripke structures, we have Â`Â3Â .
õ

3.3

õ

Evaluation of constructive Á -calculus formulas

While Â and Â3Â have similar expressive power, the calculus Â3Â guarantees that,
whenever the interpretations of the variables at the fixpoint consists in finite sets, then
the fixpoint itself can be computed in finite time. An algorithm for doing so is given
below.
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Algorithm 1
9LKfKeÃ!1¨>gg\g>AÃ
õ
Output:   .

Input: a Kripke structure àB{ ¥>T¼Ý>fãØ>Aä åg>[ÙD>Aäæ¨ , and a Â3Â formula
h W+>f¶³W , where each block Ã3r , m3n.o¥nÞk , has the form ÇrT r2}ÉRr .

Procedure: Let ò{ÊcP 1 >gg\+>fh5j©çè»êOì . Given a valuation ó¤_£ò , we define recursively, for oØ": to k , the valuation Compute fKeÃ 1 >gg\g>AÃ r WÈv¨ó ?_qò . For o¥a: , we let
Compute fK WÈvPó ùó . For o¥Äù: , the definition is as follows.
Init: If

, then let ó  þ pótôÝe r ´º6 ; if Ç r is
.
Update: For 78Þ: , let ó5( þ þ
Compute fK Ã 1 >g\gg>AÃ reø 1 WwvPó
@`(|B ÉRr¥v<àI>fó ( þ þ   , and ó (+
þ /21 .ó ( þ þ ô3er2a@~(6 .
Define: Compute fKeÃ!1¨>gg\g>AÃXrWwvPó¿ù#%$'&)(+*-,Þó ( þ .
Ç r

is

  r

 r

Ú Ì

, then let

ó  þ }óô3e r }óUe Ì T

Return: Compute fK
Ã

1 >gg\g>AÃXhiWv<ó g ¶



(þ 

,

, where ó is arbitrary.

The following theorem states that the fixpoints of Â3Â , if finite, can be effectively computed. We say that an operation can be effectively computed if it involves only finitely
many states of the Kripke structure.
Theorem 6 Consider a Â3Â formula KfK Ã³1¨>g\g\>TÃ h W0>f¶3W , and assume that for a
hõ
variable interpretation ó , we have v Eval fK Ã³1¨>g\gg>AÃ h WËvÓó gr\v for all
m!nÎo¥n.k . Then, Algorithm 1 consists of effectively computable steps, and it terminates
õ
returning 'KTKeÃ!1<>\gg\>TÃ h W0>T¶!W=  .
The result is a consequence of the fact that, if all variables have finite extension at the
fixpoint, then only a finite portion of the Kripke structure is explored. Note that the
result is independent from the cardinality of . In contrast, it is well known that when
is infinite, the formulas of Â cannot be evaluated iteratively, even when the fixpoints
are finite.
3.4

Predicates for Web analysis

After some experimentation, we have chosen to include in the Web model checker
MCWEB the following families of predicates, for all strings  , domains  , and 7Äù: :
– predicate contains  C      holds for a webnode ^ if there is an URLpage
H!_y^ such that QN contains all the strings Ø1 , . . . , ( .
– predicate in domain  holds for a webnode ^ if there is an URLpage H|_^ such
that M N contains the substring  ;
– predicate all in domain  holds for a webnode ^ if all URLpages HÓ_Þ^ are
such that MON contains the substring  ;
– predicate http error ( holds for a webnode ^ if the HTTP error 7 occurred
while loading some URLpage in ^ ;
– predicate frames error is a catch-all predicate, that holds for a webnode ^ if
the frame structure at ^ contains errors. Among the errors currently checked are:
duplicated frame names (a name Z that occurs in more than one frame tag), frame
trees deeper than a fixed threshold, and non-existent link targets (anchors tags KeG>fZ\W
such that Z does not appear in any frame tag).
10

3.5

A semi-decision procedure for non-emptiness
/

Consider a Â3Â
formula dKfK Ã³1¨>g\g+>AÃ h W+>f¶!W , where each block ÃXr has the
form ÇrT r¥4ÉRr , for m©nonuk . During the evaluation of  according to Algorithm 1,
we call checkpoints the stages where all the variables r with quantifier tag equal to
r!±JÌ for some Í£Äo have reached a fixpoint (even if some variables with  -tag
have not). Then, if the interpretation of the output variable ¶ at some checkpoint is
õ
non-empty, we know that also   uº
. To make this observation precise, we consider
·
/
a Â3Â
formula ~ÊKfK Ã 1 >g\g+>AÃXhiW+>f ¶ W , and we let c\o¥_tc¦m6>g\g+>TkUj-v¨Ç r is   r jc\o 1 >g\g\>fo Ì j be the set of indices of the  -blocks in  ; we denote  by
  5)bÍ the
(
õ(
number of such indices. Given 7¦1<>A7O§6>\g\+>A7<Ì³8ù: , we compute  
by following
C 
Algorithm 1, except
r#"¹
0  that for mDn!?n}Í we take Compute TKeÃ!1<>\g\g>TÃ3r#" W©vó¿[r
( 
õ(
ó ($
is computed by performing 7 1 >A7 § >\ggg>A7 Ì iterations of the  þ " . Hence,  
blocks, rather than waiting until the fixpoint is reached.
/

Theorem 7 For all Â3Â
formulas  and Kripke structures à , if
õ
·
for some 7 1 >gg\+>A7. /0#132¥8ù: , then i  º
.

 

õ(

  (&%('*),+$-

+

uº
·

/

Given a Â3Â
formula  and a (possibly infinite) finitely-branching Kripke structure
õ
à , this theorem provides a semi-decision procedure for  
·
º : it suffices to enuK7 1 >gg\g>C74. /0(132[W , checking for each list whether
merate
the
lists
of
non-negative
integers
+ 
 

õ(

&%('*),+$(

aº
·

5

. As an example, consider the formula



9LKTK  Þ2 Ý
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Pre


i0>T

 9

in domain 

F`

Post 

Ò

6

GJTW0> iW+>

where  is a domain name, and G is an URL in that domain. If à is the webgraph,
õ
then   is the set of webnodes in domain  that are reachable from the URL G , and
that have no link sequence leading outside  . The variable  keeps track of the portion
of  that is reachable from G . If the domain  contains infinitely many webnodes (as
õ
can be the case in sites with dynamically generated pages), then the evaluation of i 
does not terminate. On the other hand, we can obtain a semi-decision procedure for
õ
õ(
 
Êº
·
by evaluating   for 7~±:i>\m6>CêJ>g\g , and by checking for non-emptiness
for each value of 7 . This provides a semi-decision procedure for detecting pages in a
Web site that cannot reach the rest of the Web.

4 Web Model Checking in Practice
In order to experiment with Web model checking, we have implemented the model
checker MCWEB. The checker MCWEB is written in Python; its input consists in constructive  -calculus formulas, augmented with the capability of post-processing the output in order to perform quantitative analysis of Web properties.
In some domains, such as hardware, the cost of errors that go undetected until the
production stage is very large, and consequently a large effort is done in order to detect
them early. Formal verification methods such as model checking are usually called to
help in finding error that cannot be found with other methods. Consequently, finding
11

errors with formal methods is a difficult task. In Web model checking, the situation is
very different. Due to the lower cost of undetected errors on the Web, many collections
of Web pages are checked cursorily, if at all, and in our experience errors are abundant,
and come in great variety. The sites where we found the highest density of errors were
medium-sized sites: small sites often have a simple structure that limits the number of
errors; large commercial sites are usually produced with the help of automated tools,
that help in avoiding structural errors. Nevertheless, errors were found even in large
sites such as amazon.com.
In the course of the experimentation with MCWEB, we have identified some categories of errors and properties that are commonly of interest.
– Broken links. Detecting broken links is an ability that MCWEB shares with many
other tools. MCWEB implicitly checks for broken links whenever the Post operator
is applied to a set of webnodes.
– Duplicated frame names. MCWEB checks automatically for ill-formed frame
structures using the predicate frames error described earlier. For example, to
check that no webnode with ill-formed frame structure is present in the site 
Ò
with home page G , it suffices to evaluate the formula KfK 2 LEG
 Post xF
in domain  +>f5 -F frames error W0>7iW .
– Non-hierarchical frame content. If an URLpage l of webnode ^ is not in the same
domain as the root URLpage H of ^ , then the content and the links in l are typically
not under the control of the author of H . Moreover, if H can be reached from l , then
this usually leads to a webnode containing two instances of the same URLpage H .
We can check that all webnodes in domain Ò  are composed only of URLpages in
 by evaluating the formula KfKe  4EG  Post exF in domain+>f5 ù
©Fy× all in domain W+>6iW , where G is the home page of  .
– Reachability. Suppose that V is a set of webnodes containing publicly available
information, Ã is a set of webnodes with private content, and Â is a set of access
control webnodes, We can check that all paths from V to Ã in domain  contain
Ò
a webnode in Â by checking the emptiness of the formula KTK5 Þ´F`V3
Ò
 Post  i¿F in domain ~F9×ØÂ!0>T  yuG
 Post 2F in domain +>f98 8|
FÞÃ©W0>8¦W , where we assume that V , Ã , Â are definable in terms of predicate
contains, and G is the home page of  .
– Repeated reachability. To compute which pages of a Web site  cannot reach
Ò
the home page G without leaving  , we can evaluate the formula KTK98 8¤ªG
Ò
Pre e>780>T  9uG
 Post 5¿F in domain  +>f5 ÝùI:8W0>7iW .
– Longest paths. MCWEB also contains an extension that enables the computation of
the longest and shortest paths in a set of webnodes, where the “length” of a path
consists in the number of bytes, or the number of links, that must be downloaded in
order to follow it. For example, to find the all-pair longest path between webnodes
Ò
of a domain  , MCWEB post-processes the output of the formula KfKe   G
 Post 5F in domain  fW+>fW . The computation of the all-pair longest path can
provide information about the bottlenecks in the navigation of a site.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Tom and Monika Henzinger, Jan Jannink, and
Freddy Mang for many helpful discussions and suggestions.
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